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Abstract. As a response to the COVID-19 pandemic digital contact
tracing has been proposed as a tool to support the health authorities
in their quest to determine who has been in close and sustained con-
tact with a person infected by the coronavirus. In April 2020 Google
and Apple released the Google Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN)
framework, as a decentralised and more privacy friendly platform
for contact tracing. The GAEN framework implements exposure no-
tification mostly at the operating system layer, instead of fully at the
app(lication) layer.
In this paper we study the consequences of this approach. We argue
that this creates a dormant functionality for mass surveillance at the
operating system layer. We show how it does not technically prevent
the health authorities from implementing a purely centralised form
of contact tracing (even though that is the stated aim). We highlight
that GAEN allows Google and Apple to dictate how contact tracing is
(or rather isn’t) implemented in practice by health authorities, and
how it introduces the risk of function creep.

1 Introduction

Large parts of the world are still suffering from a pandemic caused by the Se-
vere Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoronaVirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) that raised
its ugly head somewhere late 2019, and that was first identified in December
2019 in Wuhan, mainland China [18]. Early work of Feretti et al. [7], mod-
elling the infectiousness of SARS-CoV-2, showed that (under a number of
strong assumptions) digital contact tracing could in principle help reduce
the spread of the virus. This spurred the development of contract tracing
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apps, (also known as proximity tracing or exposure notification apps4), that
aim to support the health authorities in their quest to quickly determine
who has been in close and sustained contact with a person infected by this
virus [22, 12].

The main idea underlying digital contact tracing is that many people
carry a smartphone most of the time, and that this smart phone could po-
tentially be used to more or less automatically collect information about
people someone has been in close contact with. Even though the effective-
ness of contact tracing is contested [3] and there are ethical concerns [13],
especially Bluetooth-based contact tracing apps have quickly been embraced
by governments across the globe (even though Bluetooth signal strength is
a rather poor proxy for being in close contact [5]). Bluetooth based con-
tact tracing apps broadcast an ephemeral identifier on the short range Blue-
tooth radio network at regular intervals, while at the same time collecting
such identifiers transmitted by other smartphones in the vicinity. The signal
strength is used as an estimate for the distance between the two smart-
phones, and when this distance is determined to be short (within 1–2 me-
ters) for a certain period of time (typically 10–20 minutes) the smartphones
register each others ephemeral identifier as a potential risky contact.

Contact tracing is by its very nature a privacy invasive affair, but the level
of privacy infringement depends very much on the particular system used.
In particular it makes a huge difference whether all contacts are registered
centrally (on the server of the national health authority for example) or in
a decentralised fashion (on the smartphones of the users that installed the
contact tracing app) [12, 9].5 In the first case, the authorities have a com-
plete and perhaps even real time view of the social graph of all participants.
In the second case, information about one’s contacts is only released (with
consent) when someone tests positive for the virus.

One of the first contact tracing systems was the TraceTogether app de-
ployed in Singapore.6 This inherently centralised approach lets phones ex-
change regularly changing pseudonyms over Bluetooth. A phone of a per-
son who tests positive is requested to submit all pseudonyms it collected to
the central server of the health authorities, who are able to recover phone
numbers and identities from these pseudonyms. The Pan-European Privacy-

4 Over time the meaning of these terms have diverged to describe different kinds
of systems, see section 2.

5 Note that essentially all systems for contact tracing require a central server to co-
ordinate some of the tasks. The distinction between centralised and decentralised
systems is therefore not made based on whether such a central server exist, but
based on where the matching of contacts takes place.

6 See https://www.tracetogether.gov.sg.
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Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-PT) consortium quickly followed suit
with a similar centralised proposal for contact tracing to be rolled out in
Europe.7 This consortium had quite some traction at the European policy
level, but there were serious privacy concerns due to its centralised nature.
As a response, a large group of academics, led by Carmela Troncoso and her
team at EPFL, left the PEPP-PT consortium and rushed to publish the Decen-
tralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (DP-3T) protocol8 as a decen-
tralised alternative for contact tracing with better privacy guarantees [17].
See [21] for some details on the history.

All these protocols require low-level access to the Bluetooth network
stack on a smartphone to transmit and receive the ephemeral identifiers
used to detect nearby contacts. However, both Google’s Android and Ap-
ple’s iOS use a smartphone permission system to restrict access to critical or
sensitive resources, like the Bluetooth network. This proved to be a major
hurdle for practical deployment of these contact tracing apps, especially on
iPhones as Apple refused to grant the necessary permissions.

Perhaps in an attempt to prevent them from being manoeuvred into a
position where they would have to grant access to any contact tracing app
(regardless of its privacy risk), Google and Apple instead developed their
own platform for contact tracing called Google Apple Exposure Notification
(GAEN). Around the time that DP-3T released their first specification to the
public (early April 2020) Google and Apple released a joint specification for
contact tracing as well (which they later updated and renamed to exposure
notification9) with the aim to embed the core technology in the operating
system layer of both recent Android and iOS powered smartphones.10 Their
explicit aim was to offer a more privacy friendly platform for exposure noti-
fication (as it is based on a distributed architecture) instead of allowing apps
direct access to the Bluetooth stack to implement either contact tracing or
exposure notification themselves.

Contact tracing is a complex and hotly contested topic, about which
many things could (and have) been said from many different perspectives.
This paper studies a very specific topic: the consequences of pushing expo-

7 See this Wikipedia entry https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pan-European_Privacy-
Preserving_Proximity_Tracing (the original domain https://www.pepp-pt.org has
been abandoned, but some information remains on the project GitHub pages
https://github.com/pepp-pt).

8 See https://github.com/DP-3T/documents.
9 See https://techcrunch.com/2020/04/24/apple-and-google-update-joint-

coronavirus-tracing-tech-to-improve-user-privacy-and-developer-flexibility/.
10 See https://www.google.com/covid19/exposurenotifications/ and https://www.

apple.com/covid19/contacttracing/.
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sure notification down the stack from the app(lication) layer into the oper-
ating system layer. We first explain how contact tracing and exposure no-
tification works when implemented at the app layer in section 2. We then
describe the GAEN framework in section 3, and the technical difference be-
tween the two approaches in section 4. Section 5 then discusses the con-
cerns raised by pushing exposure notification down the stack: it creates a
dormant functionality for mass surveillance at the operating system layer,
it does not technically prevent the health authorities from implementing a
purely centralised form of contact tracing (even though that is the stated
aim), it allows Google and Apple to dictate how contact tracing is (or rather
isn’t) implemented in practice by health authorities, and it creates a risk
of function creep.11 We finish this paper with some general conclusions in
section 6.

2 How contact tracing and exposure notification works

Although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably, contact tracing and
exposure notification actually refer to two different concepts. Contact trac-
ing informs a central authority of the contacts of an infected person. Expo-
sure notification only notifies these contacts themselves.

As mentioned before, centralised systems for digital contact tracing au-
tomatically register all contacts of all people that installed the contact trac-
ing app in a central database maintained by the health authorities. Once
a patient tests positive, their contacts can immediately retrieved from this
database. But as the central database is collecting contacts regardless of in-
fection, someone’s contacts can be retrieved by the authorities regardless.
This explains the huge privacy risks associated with such a centralised ap-
proach.

Decentralised systems for digital contact tracing only record contact in-
formation locally on the smartphones of the people that installed the app:
there is no central database. Therefore, the immediate privacy risk is miti-
gated.12 Once a person tests positive however, some of the locally collected
data is revealed. Some schemes (e.g., DESIRE13, and other proposals [9])

11 This paper is partially based on two blog posts written by the author earlier:
https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/19/google-apple-contact-tracing-gact-a-wolf-
in-sheeps-clothes/ and https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/11/stop-the-apple-and-
google-contact-tracing-platform-or-be-ready-to-ditch-your-smartphone/.

12 Certain privacy risks remain, however. See for example [19, 2, 17].
13 See https://github.com/3rd-ways-for-EU-exposure-notification/project-

DESIRE.
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Fig. 1. Exposure notification using an app.

reveal to the health authorities the identities of the people that have been
in close contact with the person that tested positive. Those decentralised
variants still implement contact tracing. Most distributes schemes however
only notify the persons that have been in close contact with the person that
tested positive by displaying a message on their smartphone. The central
health authorities are not automatically notified (and remain in the dark
unless the people notified take action and get tested, for example). Such
systems instead implement exposure notification. In other words, the dis-
tinction between contact tracing and exposure notification is made based
on who gets notified: the health authorities or the exposed user (not on
whether the architecture is centralised or not).

Most exposure notification systems (like DP-3T and GAEN) distinguish a
collection phase and a notification phase, that each work roughly as follows
(see also figure 1).

During the collection phase the smartphone of a participating user gen-
erates a random ephemeral proximity identifier Id,i every 10–20 minutes,
and broadcasts this identifier over the Bluetooth network every few min-
utes.14 The phone also stores a copy of this identifier locally. The smart-
phones of other nearby participating users receive this identifier and, when
the signal strength indicates the user is within the threshold distance of 1–
2 meters, stores this identifier (provided it sees the same identifier several

14 In this notation Id,i denotes the ephemeral proximity identifier generated for the
i-th 10–20 minute time interval on day d.
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times within a 10–20 minute time interval). A smartphone of a participant
thus contain a database S of identifiers it sent itself and another database
R of identifiers it received from others. The time an identifier was sent or
received is also stored, at varying levels of precision (in hours, or days, for
example). The databases are automatically pruned to delete any identifiers
that are no longer epidemiologically relevant (for COVID-19, this is any
identifier that was collected more than 14 days ago).

The notification phase kicks in as soon as a participating user tests pos-
itive for the virus and agrees to notify their contacts. In that case the user
instructs their app to upload the database S of identifiers the app sent it-
self to the server of the health authorities.15 The smartphone app of other
participants regularly queries this server for recently uploaded identifiers
of infected people, and matches any new identifiers it receives from the
server with entries in the database R of identifiers it received from other
people that were in close proximity somewhere during the last few weeks.
If there is a match, sometime during those weeks the app must have re-
ceived and stored an identifier of someone who now tested positive for the
virus. The app therefore notifies its user that they have been in close contact
with an infected person recently (sometimes indicating the day this contact
took place). It then typically offers advice on how to proceed, like offering
pointers to more information, and strongly suggesting to contact the health
authorities, get tested, and go into self-quarantine.

3 The GAEN framework

Google and Apple’s framework for exposure notification follows the same
paradigm, with the notable exception that instead of an app implementing
all the functionality, most of the framework is implemented at the operat-
ing system layer instead.16 Although GAEN is a joint framework, there are
minor differences in how it is implemented on Android (Google) and iOS
(Apple). GAEN works on Android version 6.0 (API level 23) or higher, and

15 A contact tracing version of the app would instead request the smartphone of the
user to upload the database R of received identifiers that the app collected.

16 The summary of GAEN and its properties is based on the documentation offered
by both Google (https://www.google.com/covid19/exposurenotifications/) and
Apple (https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing/) online, and was last
checked January 2022. The documentation offered by Google and Apple is terse
and scattered. The extensive documentation of the Dutch CoronaMelder at https:
//github.com/minvws proved to be very helpful.
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Kd

Id,i = f (Kd , i)

Fig. 2. Temporary exposure keys and ephemeral proximity identifiers.

on some devices as low as version 5.0 (API level 21).17 On Android, GAEN
is implemented as a Google Play service. GAEN works for Apple devices
running iOS 13.5 or higher.

At the Bluetooth and ‘cryptographic’ layer GAEN works the same on both
platforms however. This implies that ephemeral proximity identifiers sent by
any Android device can be received and interpreted by any iOS device and
vice versa. In other words: users can in principle get notified of exposures to
infected people independent of the particular operating system their smart-
phone runs, and independent of which country they are from. (In practice
some coordination between the exposure notification apps and the back-end
servers of the different health authorities involved is required.)

As an optimisation step, devices do not randomly generate each and ev-
ery ephemeral proximity identifier independently. Instead, the ephemeral
proximity identifier Id,i to use for a particular interval i on day d is de-
rived from a temporary exposure key Kd (which is randomly generated each
day) using some public deterministic function f (the details of which do not
matter for this paper). In other words Id,i = f (Kd , i), see figure 2. With this
optimisation, devices only need to store exposure keys in S, as the actual
ephemeral proximity identifiers they sent can always be reconstructed from
these keys.

Generating, broadcasting, and collecting ephemeral proximity identi-
fiers happens automatically at the operating system layer, but only if the
user has explicitly enabled this by installing an exposure notification app
and setting the necessary permissions,18 or by enabling exposure notifica-

17 See https://developers.google.com/android/exposure-notifications/exposure-
notifications-api.

18 Both Android and iOS require Bluetooth to be enabled. On Android 10 and lower,
the device location setting needs to be turned on as well (see https://support.
google.com/android/answer/9930236).
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Fig. 3. The GAEN framework.

tions in the operating system settings.19 Apple and Google do not allow ex-
posure notification apps to access your device location.20 By default, expo-
sure notification is disabled on both platforms. When enabled, the database
S of exposure keys and the database R of identifiers received are stored at
the operating system layer, which ensures that data is not directly accessible
by any app installed by the user.

Actual notifications are the responsibility of the exposure notification
app. In order to use the data collected at the operating system layer, the
app needs to invoke the services of the operating system through the GAEN
Application Programming Interface (API). Apps can only access this API af-
ter obtaining explicit permission from Google or Apple. The API offers the
following main functions (see also figure 3).

– Retrieve the set of exposure keys (stored in S). “The app must provide
functionality that confirms that the user has been positively diagnosed

19 For those countries where the national health authorities have not developed
their own exposure notification app but instead rely on Exposure Notification
Express (see https://developers.google.com/android/exposure-notifications/en-
express).

20 See https://support.google.com/android/answer/9930236 and https:
//covid19-static.cdn-apple.com/applications/covid19/current/static/contact-
tracing/pdf/ExposureNotification-FAQv1.2.pdf.
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with COVID-19.”21 But this is not enforced at the API layer. In other
words, the app (once approved and given access to the API) has access
to the exposure keys.

– Match a (potentially large) set of exposure keys against the set of ephe-
meral proximity identifiers received from other devices earlier (stored
in R), and return a list of risk scores (either a list of daily summaries,
or a list of individual, smaller than 30 minute, exposure windows). This
function is rate limited to a few calls per day.22

The API also ensures that the user is asked for consent whenever an app
enables exposure notification for the first time, and whenever user keys are
retrieved for upload to the server of the health authorities after the user
tested positive for COVID-19. The API furthermore offers functions to tune
the computation of the risk scores.

The idea is that through the API a user that test positive for COVID-19
can instruct the app to upload all its recent (actually, the last 14) temporary
exposure keys to the server of the health authorities. The exposure noti-
fication app of another user can regularly query the server of the health
authorities for recently uploaded exposure keys of infected devices. Using
the second GAEN API function allows the app to submit these exposure keys
to the operating system which, based on the database R of recently collected
proximity identifiers, checks whether there is a match with such an expo-
sure key (by deriving the proximity identifiers locally). A list of matches is
returned that contains the day of the match and an associated risk score;
the actual key and identifier matched is not returned however. The day of
the contact, the duration of the contact, the signal strength (as a proxy for
distance of contact), and the type of test used to determine infection are
used to compute the risk score. Note that these detailed parameters are hid-
den from the app. Developers do have influence on how this risk score is
computed by providing weights for all the parameters. Using the returned
list the app can decide to notify the user when there appears to be a signifi-
cant risk of infection. Note that by somewhat restricting the way risk scores
are computed, GAEN makes it harder for a malicious app to determine ex-
actly which exposure key triggered a warning (and hence makes it harder

21 See https://developers.google.com/android/exposure-notifications/exposure-
notifications-api. Also see the verification system Google designed for this https:
//developers.google.com/android/exposure-notifications/verification-system.

22 On iOS 13.7 and the most recent version of the API limits the use of this method to
a maximum of six times per 24-hour period. On Android, the most recent version
of the API also allows at most six calls per day, but ‘allowlisted’ accounts (used by
health authorities for testing purposes) are allowed 1,000,000 calls per day).
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to determine exactly with whom someone has been in physical proximity
with).

4 How the GAEN framework differs from a purely app
based approach

Given its technical architecture, the GAEN framework fundamentally differs
from a purely app based approach to exposure notification in the following
four aspects.

First of all, the functionality and necessary code for the core steps of
exposure notification (namely broadcasting, collecting and matching ephe-
meral proximity identifiers) comes pre-installed on all modern Google and
Apple devices. In a purely app based approach this functionality and code
is solely contained in the app itself, and not present on the device when the
app is not installed (and removed when the app is de-installed).

Second, all relevant data (ephemeral proximity identifiers and their as-
sociated metadata like date, time and possibly location) are collected and
stored at the operating system level. In a purely app based approach this
data is collected and stored at the user/app level. This distinction is relevant
as in modern computing devices the operating system runs in a privileged
mode that renders the data it processes inaccessible to a ‘user land’ app.
Data processed by apps is accessible to the operating system in raw form
(in the sense the operating system has access to all bytes of memory used
by the app), but the interpretation of that data (i.e., which information is
stored where) is not necessarily easy to determine.

Moreover, the framework is interoperable at the global level: users can in
principle get notified of exposures to infected people independent of the par-
ticular operating system their smartphone runs, and independent of which
country they are from. This would not necessarily be the case (and probably
in practice be impossible to achieve) in a purely app based approach.

Finally the modes of operation are set by Google and Apple: the system
notifies users of exposure; it does not automatically inform the health au-
thorities. The app is limited to computing a risk score, and does not receive
the exact location nor the exact time when a ‘risky’ contact took place. In a
purely app based approach the developers of the app themselves determine
the full functionality of the app (within the possible limits imposed by the
app stores).
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5 A critique of the GAEN framework

It is exactly because of the above properties that the GAEN framework ap-
pears to protect privacy: the health authorities (and the users) are prevented
from obtaining details about the time and location of a risky contact, thus
protecting the privacy of infected individuals, and the matching is forced to
take place in a decentralised fashion (which prevents the health authorities
from directly obtaining the social graph of users).

However, there is more to this than meets the eye, and there are cer-
tainly remaining privacy issues and broader concerns that stem from the
way GAEN works. In summary:

– GAEN creates a dormant functionality for mass surveillance at the op-
erating system layer,

– the exposure notification microdata are under Google/Apple’s control,
– a decentralised framework like GAEN can be re-centralised,
– GAEN allows Google and Apple to dictate how contact tracing is or isn’t

implemented in practice by health authorities, and
– GAEN introduces significant risks of function creep.

These concerns are discussed in detail in the following sections. These are
by no means the only ones,23 see for example also [15, 6, 11], but these are
the ones that derive directly from the architectural choices made.

5.1 GAEN creates a dormant mass surveillance tool

Instead of implementing all exposure notification functionality in an app,
Google and Apple push the technology down the stack into the operating
system layer creating a Bluetooth-based exposure notification platform. This
means the technology is available all the time, for all kinds of applications
beyond just exposure notification. As will explained in the next section,
GAEN can be (ab)used to implement centralised forms of contact tracing
as well. Exposure notification is therefore no longer limited in time, or lim-
ited in use purely to trace and contain the spread of COVID-19. This means
that two very important safeguards to protect our privacy are thrown out of
the window.

Moving exposure notification down the stack fundamentally changes the
amount of control users have: you can uninstall an (exposure notification)
app, you cannot uninstall the entire OS (although on Android you can in the-
ory disable and even delete Google Play Services). The only thing a user can

23 See https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/04/apple-and-googles-covid-19-
exposure-notification-api-questions-and-answers.
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do is disable exposure notification using an operating system level setting.
But this does not remove the actual code implementing this functionality.

But the bigger picture is this: it creates a platform for contact tracing in
the more general sense of mapping which people have been in close physical
contact (regardless of whether there is a pandemic that needs to be fought).
Moreover, this platform for contact tracing works all across the globe for
most modern smart phones (Android Marshmallow and up, and iOS 13 ca-
pable devices) across both OS platforms. Unless appropriate safeguards are
in place this would create a global mass-surveill‘ance system that would re-
liably track who has been in contact with whom, at what time and for how
long.24 GAEN works much more reliably and extensively to determine ac-
tual physical contact than any other system would be able to, whether it is
based on GPS or mobile phone network location data (using cell towers).
It is important to stress this point because some people believe this kind
of precise tracking is something companies like Google (using GPS or WiFi
network names) can already do for years. This is not the case. This type of
contact tracing really brings it to another level.

In those regions that opt for Exposure Notification Express25 the data
collection related to exposure notification starts as soon as you accept the
operating system update and enable it in the settings. In other regions this
only happens when people install a exposure notification app (but that uses
the API to retroactively find contacts based on the data phones have already
collected). But this only describes the current situation, as we understand it
based on information offered by Google and Apple. There is an underlying
assumption that both Apple and Google indeed refrain from offering other
apps access to the exposure notification platform. This can change, at any
time. They could be forced (by government decision or legal decree) to offer
access to other apps; economic incentives could change their minds and
make them decide to use the platform themselves. GAEN creates a dormant
functionality for mass surveillance [20], that can be turned on with the flip
of a virtual switch at Apple or Google HQ.

All in all this means we all have to put a massive trust in Apple and
Google, both to properly monitor the use of the GAEN API by others, and to
not succumb to the temptation to use it themselves.

24 GAEN does not currently make all this information available in exact detail
through its API, but it does collect this information at the lower operating sys-
tem level. It is unclear whether GAEN records location data at all (although it
would be easy to add this, and earlier versions of the API did in fact offer this
information).

25 See https://developers.google.com/android/exposure-notifications/en-express.
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5.2 Google and Apple control the exposure notification microdata

Because the exposure notification is implemented at the operating system
layer, Google and Apple fully control how it works and have full access to all
microdata generated and collected. In particular they have, in theory, full
access to the temporary exposure keys and the ephemeral proximity iden-
tifiers, and control how these keys are generated. We have to trust that the
temporary exposure keys are really generated at random, and not stealthily
derived from a user identifier that would allow Google or Apple to link prox-
imity identifiers to a particular user. And even if these keys are generated
truly at random, at any point in time Google or Apple could decide to sur-
reptitiously retrieve these keys from certain device, again with the aim to
link previously collected proximity identifiers to this particular device. In
other words, we have to trust that Google and Apple will not abuse GAEN
themselves. They do not necessarily have an impeccable track record that
warrants such trust.

5.3 Distributed can be made centralised

The discussion in the preceding paragraphs implicitly assumes that the GAEN
platform truly enforces a decentralised form of exposure notification, and
that it prevents exposure notification apps from automatically collecting in-
formation on a central server about who was in contact with who. This
assumption is not necessarily valid however (although it can be enforced
provided Apple and Google are very strict in the vetting process used to
grant apps access to the GAEN platform). In fact, GAEN can easily be used
to create a centralised from of exposure notification, at least when we limit
our discussion to centrally storing information about who has been in con-
tact with an infected person.

The idea is as follows. GAEN allows a exposure notification app on a
phone to test daily exposure keys of infected users against the proximity
identifiers collected by the phone over the last few days. This test is local;
this is why GAEN is considered decentralised. The app, however, could im-
mediately report back the result of this test to the central server, without
user intervention (or without the user even noticing).26 It could even send
a user specific identifier along with the result, thus allowing the authorities
to immediately contact anybody who has recently been in the proximity of
an infected person. This is the hallmark of a centralised solution (although
it does not go as far as allowing the central server to collect all encounters).

26 Recall that the API enforces user consent when retrieving exposure keys, but not
when matching them.
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In other words: the GAEN technology itself does not prevent a cen-
tralised solution. The only thing preventing it would be Apple and Google
being strict in vetting exposure notification apps. But they could already do
so now, without rolling out their GAEN platform, by strictly policing which
apps they allow access to the Bluetooth networks stack, and which apps
they allow on their app stores. The actual protection offered therefore re-
mains procedural: we need to trust Google and Apple to disallow centralised
implementations of contact tracing apps offered through their app stores.

A malicious app could do other things as well. By design GAEN does not
reveal which infected person a user has been in contact with when matching
keys on the users phone. Calls to the matching function in the API are rate
limited to a few calls each day, the idea being that a large number of keys
can be matched in batch without revealing which particular key resulted in
a match. But this still allows a malicious app (and accompanying malicious
server) to test a few daily tracing keys (for example of persons of interest)
one by one, and to keep track of each daily tracing key for which the test
was positive, and report these back to the server. As the server knows which
daily tracing key belongs to which infected person, this allows the server to
know exactly with which infected persons of interest the user of this phone
has been in contact with. If the app is malicious, even non-infected persons
are at risk, because such an app could retrieve the exposure notification keys
even if a user is not infected (provided it can trick the user in consenting to
this).

Clearly a malicious exposure notification app not based on GAEN could
do the same (and much more). But this does shows that GAEN by itself
does not protect against such scenarios, while making the impact of such
scenarios far greater because of its global reach.

5.4 Google and Apple dictate how contact tracing works

Apple and Google’s move is significant for another reason: especially on Ap-
ple iOS devices, access to the hardware is severely restricted. This is also
the case for access to Bluetooth. In fact, without approval from Apple, you
cannot use Bluetooth ‘in the background’ for your app (which is function-
ality that you need in order to be able to collect information about nearby
phones even if the user phone is locked). One could argue that this improves
privacy as it adds another checkpoint where some entity (in this case Apple)
decides whether to allow the proposed app or not. But Apple (and by exten-
sion Google) use this power as a leverage to grab control over how contact
tracing or exposure notification can and cannot work. This is problematic as
this allows them to set the terms and conditions, without any form of over-
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sight. With this move, Apple and Google make themselves indispensable,
ensuring that this potentially global surveillance technology (see above) is
forced upon us. And as a consequence all microdata underlying any contact
tracing system is stored on the phones they control (again, see above).

For example, the GAEN framework prevents notified contacts to learn
the nature of the contact and make well informed decision about the most
effective response: get tested, or go into self-quarantine immediately. It also
prevents the health authorities from learning the nature of the contact and
hence makes it impossible to build a model of how contacts influence the
spread of the virus. “The absence of transmission data limits the scope of
analysis, which might, in the future, give freedom to people who can work,
travel and socialise, while more precisely targeting others who risk spread-
ing the virus.” [10]. This happens because the GAEN framework is based on
a rather corporate understanding of privacy as giving control and by ask-
ing for consent. But under certain specific conditions — and a public health
emergency like the current pandemic is surely one — individual consent is
not an appropriate mechanism: “to be effective, public-health surveillance
needs to be comprehensive, not opt-in.” [4]. It also prevents the health au-
thorities from compiling statistics about how the exposure notification sys-
tem performs.27

Now the arguments put forward in this section may seem to contradict
the ones made in the previous section, when discussing the risk that the
GAEN platform is repurposed to implement a more centralised solution.
But this is not the case: the previous section discussed how GAEN does not
technically prevent a centralised solution (which was one of the reasons to
implement it). This section argues that we, as a society, lose any say in how
contact tracing should be working in a pandemic. Google and Apple set the
boundaries, and do not allow us to work around them: even bypassing the
restrictions as discussed in the previous section only offer a limited space to
manoeuvre. In other words the claimed benefit of the GAEN framework (no
centralised solution) is not necessarily a benefit, it is certainly not for Apple
and Google to unilaterally decide it is, and is in actual fact not something
GAEN can enforce technically.

27 Apple and Google have since released a white paper describing a privacy pre-
serving method called ENPA for offering a very limited set of aggregate statis-
tics to health authorities [1]. See also https://github.com/google/exposure-
notifications-android/blob/master/doc/enexpress-analytics-faq.md
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5.5 Function creep

The use of exposure notification functionality as offered through GAEN is
not limited to controlling just the spread of the COVID-19 virus. As this is not
the first corona type virus, it is only a matter of time until a new dangerous
virus will roar its ugly head. In other words, exposure notification is here to
stay.

And with that, the risk of function creep appears: with the technology
rolled out and ready to be (re)activated, other uses of exposure notification
will at some point in time be considered, and deemed proportionate. Unless
Apple and Google strictly police the access to the GAEN API (based on some
publicly agreed upon rules) and ensure that it is only used by the health au-
thorities, and only for controlling a pandemic like COVID-19, the following
risks are apparent.

Consider the following hypothetical example of a government that wants
to trace the contact or whereabouts of certain people, that could ensue when
Google and Apple fail to strictly enforce access. Such a government could
coerce developers to embed this tracking technology in innocent looking
apps, in apps that you are more or less required to have installed, or in
software libraries used by such apps. Perhaps it could even coerce Apple and
Google itself to silently enable exposure notifications for all devices sold in
their country, even if the users do not install any app.28 It is known that
Google and Apple in some cases do bow to government pressure to enable
or disable certain features: like filter search results29, remove apps from
the app store30 and even move cloud storage servers,31 offering Chinese
authorities far easier access to text messages, email and other data stored
in the cloud.

Because the ephemeral proximity identifiers are essentially random they
cannot be authenticated. In other words: any identifier with the right for-
mat advertised on the Bluetooth with the correct service identifier will be ac-
28 Note that when Google and Apple first announced their exposure notification plat-

form the idea was that your phone would start emitting and collecting proximity
identifiers as soon as the feature was enabled in the operating settings, even if no
exposure notification app was installed, see https://techcrunch.com/2020/04/
13/apple-google-coronavirus-tracing/.

29 See https://www.sfgate.com/business/article/Google-bows-to-China-pressure-
2505943.php.

30 See https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/10/business/dealbook/apple-china-
nba.html.

31 See https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-apple-icloud-insight/
apple-moves-to-store-icloud-keys-in-china-raising-human-rights-fears-
idUSKCN1G8060.
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cepted and recorded by any device with GAEN active. Moreover, because the
way ephemeral identifiers are generated from daily exposure keys is (nec-
essarily) public, anybody can build a cheap device broadcasting ephemeral
identifiers from chosen daily exposure keys that will be accepted and stored
by a nearby device with the GAEN platform enabled. A government could
install such Bluetooth beacons at fixed locations of interest for monitoring
purposes. The daily exposure keys of these devices could be tested against
phones of people of interest running the apps as explained above. Clearly
this works only for a limited number of locations because of rate limiting,
but note that at least under Android this limit is not imposed for ‘allowlisted’
apps for testing purposes, and then the question is again whether Google
can be forced to allowlist a certain government app. China could consider
it to further monitor Uyghurs. Israel could use it to further monitor Pales-
tinians. You could monitor the visitors of abortion clinics, coffee shops, gay
bars, and more. Indeed the exact same functionality offered by exposure
notification could allow the police to quickly see who has been close to a
murder victim: simply report the victims phone as being ‘infected’. Some
might say this is not a bug but a feature, but the same mechanism could be
used to find whistleblowers, or the sources of a journalist.

For centralised contact tracing apps we already see function creep creep-
ing in. The recent use of the term ‘contact tracing’ in the context of track-
ing protesters in Minnesota after demonstrations erupted over the death of
George Floyd at the hands of a police officer32 is ominous, even if the term
refers to traditional police investigating methods.33 More concrete evidence
is the discovery that Australia’s intelligence agencies were ‘incidentally’ col-
lecting data from the country’s COVIDSafe contact-tracing app.34 The Sin-
gapore authorities recently announced that the police can access COVID-19

32 See https://bgr.com/2020/05/30/minnesota-protest-contact-tracing-used-to-
track-demonstrators/.

33 And what to think of the following message posted by Anita Hazenberg, the
Director Innovation Directorate at Interpol: “Is your police organisation consid-
ering how tracing apps will influence the way we will police in the future? If
you are a (senior) officer dealing with policy challenges in this area, please join
our discussion on Wednesday 6 May (18.00 Singapore time) during a INTERPOL
Virtual Discussion Room (VDR). Please contact EDGCI-IC@INTERPOL.INT for
more info. Only reactions from law enforcement officers are appreciated.”. See:
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/anita-hazenberg-b0b48516_is-your-police-
organisation-considering-how-activity-6663040380965130242-q8Vk.

34 https://techcrunch.com/2020/11/24/australia-spy-agencies-covid-19-app-
data/
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contact tracing data for criminal investigations.35 Now one could argue that
these examples are an argument supporting the privacy friendly approach
taken by Google and Apple. After all, by design exposure notification does
not have a central database that is easily accessible by law enforcement or
intelligence agencies. But as explained above, this is not (and cannot be)
strictly enforced by the GAEN framework.

Contact tracing also has tremendous commercial value. A company could
install Bluetooth beacons equipped with this software at locations of inter-
est (e.g. shopping malls). By reporting a particular beacon as ‘infected’ all
phones (that have been lured into installing a loyalty app or that somehow
have the SDK of the company embedded in some of the apps they use) will
report that they were in the area. Facebook used a crude version of contact
tracing (using the access it had to WhatsApp address books) to recommend
friends on Facebook [16, 8]. The kind of contact tracing offered by GAEN
(and other Bluetooth based systems) gives a much more detailed, real time,
insight in people’s social graph and its dynamics. How much more precise
could targeted adverting become? Will Google and Apple forever be able
to resist this temptation? If you have Google Home at home, Google could
use this mechanism to identify all people that have visited your place. Re-
member: they set the restrictions on the API. They can at any time decide
to change and loosen these restrictions.

6 Conclusion

We have described how the shift, by Google and Apple, to push exposure
notification down the stack from the app layer to the operating system layer
fundamentally changes the risk associated with exposure notification sys-
tems, and despite the original intention, unfortunately not for the better.
We have shown that from a technical perspective it creates a dormant func-
tionality for global mass surveillance at the operating system layer, that it
takes away the power to decide how contact tracing works from the national
health authorities and the national governments, and how it increases the
risks of function creep already nascent in digital exposure notification and
contact tracing systems. These risks can only be mitigated by Google and
Apple as they are the sole purveyors of the framework and have sole discre-
tionary power over who to allow access to the framework, and under which
conditions. We fully rely on their faithfulness and vigilance to enforce the

35 https://www.zdnet.com/article/singapore-police-can-access-covid-19-contact-
tracing-data-for-criminal-investigations/
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rules and restrictions they have committed to uphold, and have very little
tools to verify this independently.

The solution to these problems is simple: stop shifting this functionality
to the operating system layer, and implement this at the app level instead
with appropriate oversight by the competent national authorities, based on
prior consultation of all stakeholders, including civil society. Note that such
consultation should first and foremost consider the question whether any
form of contact tracing or exposure notification is a proportional interven-
tion36 and not simply a form of tech-solutionism [14].
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